Fridays With Doria & Friends

The Science Of Getting Rich - Distinctions from OG’s- Notes

Do you want to join us in exploring the lessons of "The Science of Getting Rich" and find out
what really works? We want to be wealthy - in a good way - and want the same for others. To
join our growing community of responsible wealth seekers, please leave your email in the chat
or, better, at https://thescienceofgettingrich.info/

Connect With Will Wilkinson
https://www.thrivinginbusinessandlife.com/

Will Wilkinson
● When he read The Science of Getting Rich book, he began to see that some of the
principles in the book are not being translated into some teachings today
Discussion with Will & William
● William and Will met years ago and he respected William as a man who stood out from
the crowd
● A week ago they did an interview and discussed how William has generated substantial
financial wealth with integrity
● The author of The Science of Getting Rich speaks about cooperative wealth and William
exemplifies this
What does financial freedom mean?
William shared:
● He had a serious accident and some of his family were lost and he had to reinvent
himself from the hospital by seeing the world differently than did before
● He sees money as an energy field that we can participate in
● He recognized how limited the body is and he got really clear that he wanted to create
another energy - tying into the material but from a spiritual perspective. He realized that
we are stewards of money and material things and became clear that he would like to
help others and himself
● See money as an energy that you can use to help people
● When you don’t have money, you at least have an energy field - the energy that is
material in nature
● William created an income stream from the assets he acquired - he did that by acquiring
houses and each one of the houses he added value to.
● In the book The Science of Getting Rich, the author says “you have a right to be rich”.
● William thought “how much money is enough?” - money is a flow of energy and he
doesn’t love money but what it gives him

Chris
● He got his start during a lunch conversation at his job when the other people at the table
said that it’s possible to work for yourself
● Eight years later he became a millionaire and asked what is the best place to live and
moved to Maui
● He made sure that he didn’t need too much so he could really focus on his children who
were 6 & 4
● The thought that you can be independently wealthy was a thought that appealed to him
● He loved the principle of cooperation rather than competition and was excited to discover
this principle in a business book
● To live a life of gratitude has been so meaningful
Will
●
●
●
●
●

He has always enjoyed a tremendous amount of wealth without having “rich people
problems”
He has lived in the stewardship of wealth - trading and using appreciation in
relationships
He has been married for 28 years
He discussed the importance to “overfill our place”
The more that he has been able to be generous in the way he interacts with people, the
more it returns to him tenfold

William
● We live in a capitalist society - when you buy an asset and you sell it, you are taxed
● Taxes are an indication of how you manage your affairs
● He was interested in real estate and he was interested in tax benefits for real estate
● He used his real estate commission to buy properties with views of the ocean and
remodeled them
● During the war, he decided that he would pay as little tax as legally possible so he was
not contributing to funding the war
● He learned about capital gains - the law of 1031
● He has decided to invest in properties where he feels people will want to go
● He lived in the houses and remodeled them, and after two years he sold the house, and
the entire capital gain up to a certain amount was tax-free
● He would use his profits from the house to invest in more real estate
● He can say he saved about a million and a half in taxes
● He looks at investing in real estate and renting out the property as a way of sharing the
property

Chat Notes
00:43:18
Janine Firpo:
https://www.amazon.com/Activate-Your-Money-Invest-Wealth/dp/1119777089
00:43:26
Janine Firpo:
www.investforbetter.org
00:43:26
Dr. Serge Gravelle (GlobalSparks): Happy Birthday Marcia!
00:43:28
Lorna S:
Happy Birthday Marcia!
00:43:43
Shmiko Cole:
Happy Birthday
00:43:48
Ava Manuel: Happy Happy Birthday Marcia!
00:44:43
Yuji Shimada JPN:Happy birthday Marcia!!
00:45:11
Christopher Harding:
Thriving in Business and Life -- a book
by Will Wilkinson and Christopher Harding:
https://www.amazon.com/Thriving-Business-Life-Christopher-Harding/dp/15427
48720
00:45:15
Dr. Letitia Wright :
Happy Birthday Marcia
00:45:18
Sarah Lee MBA:
That was sweet Will. Happiest of Birthdays
Marcia!
00:45:20
Al Chan:
Marcia
00:45:33
Laura Ibarra:
Feliz Cumpleaños Marcia!
00:46:14
Sarah Lee MBA:
https://linktr.ee/coachmeacademy
Sarah@coachmeacademy.com
00:47:22
Connie Benjamin: Happy Birthday Marcia! You can learn more
about Marcia at https://www.marciamartinclub.com/
00:48:27
Sarah Lee MBA:
such a good book
00:49:17
Carole Hodges:
Here is a quick link to The Menopause
Millioniare. www.TheMenopauseMillionaireBook.com I appreciate your
support
00:50:03
Christopher Dilts:
Hi Carole - your book looks great!
00:50:52
Laura Ibarra:
In case you guys want to follow Clubhouse
room as well, here is the link
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https://www.clubhouse.com/room/MEwwqE23?utm_medium=ch_room_terc&utm_campai
gn=ktCM66mGjVpNgsbV6meP9w-39919
00:51:08
Christopher Dilts:
I pre-ordered The Menopause Millioniare
this morning and I am looking forward to reading it soon! :-)
00:51:26
Nancy:
Nancy from Laguna Beach. My first M&Y 1979 in SF,
then August 2014 in San Diego. Love to DC.
00:51:43
Sarah Lee MBA:
Welcome Nancy
00:52:25
Cherie Clark:
www.socialSynergetics.com
00:53:18
Cherie Clark:
Go to my page, bottom, 12° of Freedom:
Synergetics and the 12 Steps to Recovery
00:54:06
Amy Chang’s iPhone:
Hauʻoli Lā Hānau Chris!
00:55:42
Connie Benjamin: Do you want to join us in exploring the
lessons of "The Science of Getting Rich" and find out what really works?
We want to be wealthy - in a good way - and want the same for others. To
join our growing community of responsible wealth seekers, please leave

your email in the chat or, better, at
https://thescienceofgettingrich.info/
01:01:20
Barbie Layton:
Thank you, Connie!
I’m a TV channel host on The Best You TV, ,speaker, author, intuitive
Soulprint healing consultant , and galactic cheerleader!
My email is intuitivebarbie1@gmail.com and my websites are:
TV channel and episodes www.youareamazingtv.com ,
Core Wound clearing course www.theinfinity.life,
Soulprint intuitive healing consultant, www.amethystchamber.com and to
book a session with me directly www.youareamazing.online

🙏💝

Blessings and light!
01:01:41
Janine Firpo:
Lynne Twist talks about the energy of money
in her book, The Soul of Money.
01:02:14
Janine Firpo:
https://www.amazon.com/Soul-Money-Transforming-Your-Relationship/dp/039335
3974/ref=asc_df_0393353974/?tag=hyprod-20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=312106851030
&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=4838162747002406105&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=c
&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9032070&hvtargid=pla-345514631434&psc=1
01:04:00
Lorna S:
Currency
01:05:57
Carole Hodges:
Lynne Twist refers to "profound sufficiency"
which is living at an optimal prosperity - you have all that you need to
prosper without stress and greed.
01:07:13
Fabulous Camille Robb 407-473-1832:
Oooo Yes !!
01:07:37
Sarah Lee MBA:
You are right Carole.. not having enough has
nothing to do with money. There are very wealthy people who feel they do
not have enough or will never have enough. Having "enough" is a mindset
on scarcity vs abundance. Enough is an abundance mentality.
01:08:41
Janine Firpo:
Part of the question related to having enough
is when we reach the point that we have enough, how can we activate our
money to have a positive impact on the world.
01:09:37
will wilkinson: Great question Janine. I’d love us to explore
that.
01:10:04
Janine Firpo:
Thanks Will. It is something I think about a
lot.
01:10:23
Christopher Dilts:
Great share Carole!
Lynne Twist’s
book the Soul of Money is highly recommended and her work with the
Pachamama Alliance embodies the highest qualities of this discussion about
“Stewardship” and the highest energetic use of wealth.
01:10:29
Christopher Dilts:
See
https://www.pachamama.org/lynne-twist
01:11:06
Sarah Lee MBA:
The more positive impact you actually have..
the easier money flows to you.. the more responsible you are with money (
serving others with it and keeping it in flow) the more it will "stay"

♥️😇🙏🏼

with you. Keeping and multiplying money is just as important as drawing
it to you. each aspect is its own awareness.
01:11:33
Carole Hodges:
To have a positive impact on the world, we
need a money energy that is bigger than our personal requirements. If we
create that from our unique genius, it is possible to expand your
happiness along with our wealth to serve others.
01:11:52
Sarah Lee MBA:
agreed
01:11:59
Paul Schumann debt solutions:
another great book you will
want to read is Carole Hodges new book. menopause millionaire
to get
it
www.themenopausemillionairebook.com
already a best seller and
working on international #1
01:14:05
Janine Firpo:
I am committed to investing ever dollar that
I have, even those in my savings and checking accounts, in a way that
aligns with my values and builds the world I want to see. And I am doing
that without giving up financial return.
01:14:45
Ray Blanchard:
TRUST, TITHING, and GRACE are powerful in my
life too.
01:15:22
Amy Chang’s iPhone:
Thanks Christopher. I just saw a video
on Nas Daily of the most Generous Billionaire, a 29 year old billionaire
who makes money “ earn to give” He gave away 50 million last year to
charities and this year intends to give even more this year. Will try to
post link.
01:15:22
Ray Blanchard:
The Richest Man in Babylon really influenced
me in my early life and I still bring it forward today….
01:15:33
Michelle Quevedo -IGNITE Your Essence - TV Talk Show:
Wow!
“We’ve, my wife and I of 28 years have always lived a lifestyle of grace.”

😍😍😍

01:16:23
Carole Hodges:
I'd like to hear about building resilience.
What are the strategies for facing rapid change - whether that is
financial, health, or relationships.
When we face challenges, what are
the elements of resilience?
01:16:23
Sarah Lee MBA:
@ amy Nas daily is the best.. it is a must ..
for 1-3 mins a day
01:16:41
Barbie Layton:
Beautiful, Will! The difference between
heart-centered millionaires/billionaires who are fulfilled and it is all
about the benevolence to uplevel everywhere and everyone they meet!
01:17:28
Janine Firpo:
This is my first time here and I am delighted
to be observing this conversation about money, flow, grace, and soul.
Thank you Doria.
01:18:14
Barbie Layton:
Yes, service! The more we have, the more we
can share around the world! I do meditations of showering the planet with
millions of holographic Barbie bubbles filled with love and watch them
burst bubbles of love
to everyone!
01:18:39
Michelle Quevedo -IGNITE Your Essence - TV Talk Show:
“The
whole idea we had to achieve, was to serve. We created a culture for
people to survive” -Christopher Harding
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01:18:53
Fabulous Camille Robb 407-473-1832:
That is it
Christopher!!! being a servant to others
01:18:57
Sarah Lee MBA:
I love it Barbie..
01:19:00
Connie Benjamin: Connect With Will Wilkinson
https://www.thrivinginbusinessandlife.com/
01:19:45
Michele Wilson: Wow, life time friendship , service and
grace.
01:20:18
Sarah Lee MBA:
Hey Michelle.. nice to see you here
01:22:51
Michelle Quevedo -IGNITE Your Essence - TV Talk Show:
Hi
Sarah
Nice to see you here as well.
01:23:39
Lanai )'(: I LOVE THIS WILLIAM
01:23:56
Sarah Lee MBA:
1031 is part of the tax code
01:26:48
Ava Manuel: "steward of property". What a beautiful word!
01:28:00
Lorna S:
Boom!!!
01:28:13
Lorna S:
Hot Stuff!
01:28:48
Michele Wilson: Wow, Inspiring. Drop the Mic Moment.
P\henomenal!!
01:29:09
Michelle Quevedo -IGNITE Your Essence - TV Talk Show:
100%
Agree with you Michele!!!
01:29:40
Fabulous Camille Robb 407-473-1832:
Powerful !! Powerful
!!
01:29:52
kahuainstitute: So wonderful to hear a piece of Maui history.
I do remember Susan and Will’s beautiful retreat center. I have also put
my love and passion into a piece of land bought in 1988 and is now one of
the most beautiful places I live on and can retire with grace and beauty.
01:30:21
Ava Manuel: Wow! You're so generous William! I learned so much
and got so fired up in about 10 minutes!
01:31:00
Sarah Lee MBA:
manifestation
01:31:07
Sarah Lee MBA:
and alignment
01:33:19
Connie Benjamin: Do you want to join us in exploring the
lessons of "The Science of Getting Rich" and find out what really works?
We want to be wealthy - in a good way - and want the same for others. To
join our growing community of responsible wealth seekers, please leave
your email in the chat or, better, at
https://thescienceofgettingrich.info/
01:33:32
Sarah Lee MBA:
I signed up
01:33:40
Lanai )'(: Super-Super-SUPER SERENDIPITY
01:33:47
kahuainstitute: Chris and Doria, thank you so much for this
gathering. Unfortunately, I have to sign off as I had a prior appointment
I was not able to cancel as such short notice. Will see you soon. come out
for tea. love you all Kutira.
01:35:46
Lanai )'(: Really great information to learn about Dr.
Letitia
Thank you!!!
01:36:12
Lorna S:
Thank you for that information @Dr Leticia
01:36:55
Sarah Lee MBA:
There was a recent law change that now allows
people to use a service to raise up to 5 million as an exception.
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01:37:03
Ray Blanchard:
Great comments, Leticia.. What insights!!!!
Great seeing you again….
01:37:25
Dr. Letitia Wright :
That is TRUE with REG CF crowdfunding
you can raise $5 million every year!!!
01:37:39
Sarah Lee MBA:
That's what Dr Leticia was referring to. :)
Yes!!!
01:38:22
Sarah Lee MBA:
What YOU were referring to Dr Leticia. :)
01:40:29
Paul Schumann debt solutions:
Caroles book
www.themenopausemillionairebook.com
01:42:28
Barbie Layton:
Yeah Shmiko! You rock!
01:42:36
Janine Firpo:
Financial literacy is particularly important
for women.
01:43:25
Jane Hamilton:
Thank you Chris, Will, William and Doris.
This was great. I am sorry I have to cut out early but grateful to attend!
Thanks so much!
01:43:26
Lanai )'(:
01:43:41
Sarah Lee MBA:
Yay Shmiko.. Financial literacy sister..!!
We love teaching money principals!! xo Great job!
01:43:56
Dr. Letitia Wright :
https://www.adoptahomeless.org
01:44:27
Ray Blanchard:
This is Wealth right now! Giving back, from
gratitude, is also so fulfilling. That is a feedback of abundance.
01:46:09
Ray Blanchard:
Ray Blanchard www.bookdrray.com
01:46:24
Sarah Lee MBA:
We should talk Dr Letitia.. I can connect you
to the LA Projects we work on for women. xo
01:48:53
Michelle Quevedo -IGNITE Your Essence - TV Talk Show:
Wow!
Dr Letitia’s perspective and actions are so beautiful.
01:49:11
Lanai )'(: beautiful, Beautiful, BEAUTIFUL Dr. Leticia
01:49:25
Fabulous Camille Robb 407-473-1832:
I love what you do Dr
Lettia and yes look in there eyes and be a Blessing to someone
01:49:44
Lanai )'(: *Letitia
01:49:46
Ray Blanchard:
I do the same thing Leticia. I keep $1s,
$5s, $10s for that very reason!!!
01:49:52
Connie Benjamin: Next Fridays With Doria: HO'OPONOPONO PRAYER
BY ZOOM & CLUBHOUSE get link at: https://FridaysWithDoria.com - 9 am
California next Friday to include our East Coast - European / African
friends / network!
01:50:12
Connie Benjamin: https://adammarkel.com/
01:50:20
Dr. Letitia Wright :
Thank you all so much for the support I
am getting to the messages!
01:50:57
Sarah Lee MBA:
Adam is great.. I studied and worked with him
for several years
01:50:58
Barbie Layton:
Yeah, Jill! She’s a master!
01:51:06
Connie Benjamin: Access To Cash: The New Definition of Wealth…
And It's Not What You Think It Is - is now available for only $1.97 USD
for a limited time!
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Go to www.AccessToCashBook.com for the Amazon link and to read about the
Bonus Gift:
Chapter 2 of the Money-Making Systems Manual –
20-Page Personal Productivity System
01:51:15
Barbie Layton:
Yes!
01:51:40
Christopher Harding:
Thank you to DC and everyone . . . what
an abundance of wisdom, generosity and good-heartedness. I have to sign
off to join my wife for a dinner party she's hosting. Loved being here
with you.
01:52:48
Connie Benjamin: https://MoneyandYou.com will be back live in
San Diego again: April 6 - 9
Doria has an awesome Affiliate program – another Income Generating
Activity or to create being in the event, please contact her:
info@moneyandyou.com or text her office: 1 619 224 8880 - thank YOU. Would
love you there!

Always looking for JV partners to collaborate -- to support us all in
expanding our global markets.
01:53:23
Sarah Lee MBA:
Forbes is another amazing friend.. she can do
it!!
01:53:51
Diana Jaimes:
I found out about you from Forbes.
01:54:18
Lanai )'(: WE LOVE YOU DORIA
01:54:32
Sarah Lee MBA:
Doria is the BEST!
01:55:14
Connie Benjamin: Connect With Will Wilkinson

♥️

https://www.thrivinginbusinessandlife.com/
01:55:36
Sarah Lee MBA:
holding space.. will . that is one of your
gifts. Business is a spiritual game. U have it
01:55:43
Connie Benjamin: Gifts to keep YOU going through the Global
Paradigm Shift!
A gift to support you in building your Economic Engine at
https://moneyandyou.com - Excellerated Business Success Model - how to
create, build and grow a socially-responsible organization.
Experiential Exercise https://fridayswithdoria.com/recovery-magical-exercises/
Do the Recovery Magical Exercises to support you in clearing
multi-generational financial decisions that have been activated during the
pandemic or in life... These exercises have been done by some of the
financial masters / experts / best selling authors that you see
everywhere...
01:55:51
Connie Benjamin: https://www.leverageto.cash – only $67.

In this easy-to-follow Online Course, you will learn distinctions for
leveraging your time, money, resources, networks… your energy!
Doria shares distinctions to be more productive which will support you in
staying focused on more income-generating activities. You will learn how
to separate out the activities you are doing that generate CASH and focus
on them. Finally, you will learn the ultimate lesson in LEVERAGE which is
to move your business past yourself.
01:56:03
Michele Wilson: Appreciation increases Value.
01:56:09
Connie Benjamin: https://LifeWave.com/ChrisMentzel
Doria highly recommends the Nanotechnology - Stem Cells - Light-based
Patches for Health, Vitality and Youthfulness - she has been using since
the beginning of the Covid Pandemic to keep her immune system strong
Do you love PROSPERITY? Business Opportunity for powerful, influential
networkers who are looking for ULTIMATE LEVERAGE while bringing Light
Wealth Health to the world... If you are not interested, who do you know?
You can benefit tremendously from the introduction..
This 4-minute video shows the success of relieving pain on horses and
animals https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJ8EA0fANl0 If you know horse
owners, pass the word!
01:56:09
Fabulous Camille Robb 407-473-1832:
The information
tonight is priceless and thank you Dame Doria for today !!
01:56:20
Connie Benjamin: DISC Profile system. Our Business School
Instructor, Carol Dysart, has this wonderful gift for you:
https://globalsparks.com/moneyandyou/freedisc

Legal Shield is a great service to have to ask for quick legal support and
forms as part of the low price membership fee:
global888enterprises.wearelegalshield.com - this doesn't replace the need
for great legal support.
01:56:24
Michelle Quevedo -IGNITE Your Essence - TV Talk Show:
I
just love the heartfelt expressions from which Will Wilkinson shares and
teaches.
So beautiful
01:56:27
Carole Hodges:
Will - you found it. It is rare that anyone
feels seen and heard. Stopping to do that can change a life. That is
what Leticia does with a plastic bag.
01:56:35
Barbie Layton:
Yes yes yes yes!
01:57:03
Fabulous Camille Robb 407-473-1832:
Oooooo Yessss!!!
01:57:05
Sarah Lee MBA:
holding space.. will . that is one of your
gifts. Business is a spiritual game. U have it Thank you!! for that
01:57:29
will wilkinson: will@willtwilkinson.com. Happy to chat with
any of you lovely people
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01:57:46
Barbie Layton:
My friend says, “When you work for God, money
works for you!”
01:57:52
Fabulous Camille Robb 407-473-1832:
Yes Chris !! You have
to tell Money where to go .
01:58:24
Michelle Quevedo -IGNITE Your Essence - TV Talk Show:
“We
are living in a physical world…You need to create a direction for the
money to go.” - Chris Mentzel
01:58:43
Michele Wilson: I love LegalShield. I’ve been a member for 12
years. Gives Me a Peace of Mind.
01:59:29
Yuji Shimada JPN:Thank you much today.See you in 2 weeks!
01:59:52
Lanai )'(: Powerful, POWERFUL
01:59:57
Diana Jaimes:
Thank you for sharing that Barbie. I love
that.
02:00:20
Paul Schumann debt solutions:
i tell people about legal
shield for last 11 years. i have been an associate as it helps people in
real estate and finance.
02:00:43
Fabulous Camille Robb 407-473-1832:
Yes!! Ray !! Looking
into the eyes of the person so they can understand that they are love
02:01:56
Lanai )'(:
02:02:07
Barbie Layton:
I know that place.l..they call it “Top of the
World” and tons of people Partied up there!
02:02:15
Barbie Layton:
Original gangster!
02:02:43
Barbie Layton:
Snoop Dogg
02:03:08
Barbie Layton:
Came from the 80’s when they referred to Dr.
Dre
02:03:11
Sarah Lee MBA:
a term of endearment
02:03:20
Barbie Layton:
They cultivated new talent
02:03:29
Barbie Layton:
Just like all of you!
02:03:43
Al Chan Malaysia:Al Capone ....lol!
02:03:45
Barbie Layton:
Grandmaster Flash
02:04:05
Sarah Lee MBA:
GOAT Greatest of ALL TIME
02:04:19
Diana Jaimes:
I love that movie.
02:04:37
Lanai )'(: Great descriptions Michelle
02:05:31
Barbie Layton:
Check out Doria and Michelle’s interview on
Ignite Your Essence fo The Los Angeles Tribune ….such a FANTASTIC
INTERVIEW!!!
02:05:33
Carole Hodges:
Do you get wiser and more spiritual if you
move to Maui?
02:05:35
Michelle Quevedo -IGNITE Your Essence - TV Talk Show:
Thank
you Lanai
02:05:50
Ava Manuel: It seems like it Carole.
02:06:14
will wilkinson: William spoke about energy fields and I want
to acknowledge the rarified and powerful energy field of this group. And
your welcome is deeply felt. Thank you.
02:06:50
Ray Blanchard:
Thank you Will, for your generosity!
02:08:12
Lanai )'(: yes-yes, Yes-Yes, YES-YES
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02:09:50
Barbie Layton:
Yeah! Ignite Your Essence! I was interviewed
two weeks ago…. LOVED IT! Doria Cordova, Adora Evans, Etc great
interviews!
02:10:17
Laura Ibarra:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChwvDFH7IAdjai2iCmB1mkw
02:10:23
Barbie Layton:
Yes LIT a magazine! Whoohoo! Doria is the
cover girl for the first one, looking fly!!
02:10:56
Barbie Layton:
The interview is EPPPPICC!!!
02:11:18
Fabulous Camille Robb 407-473-1832:
02:11:21
Lanai )'(: YAHOOZIE
02:11:28
Laura Ibarra:
you can follow us on IGNITE your essence TV
show
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https://www.instagram.com/ignite.ye.tv/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChwvDFH7IAdjai2iCmB1mkw
https://www.facebook.com/IgniteYourEssenceTV
https://www.facebook.com/groups/477667240268002
02:12:06
Barbie Layton:
Yes!!!!!
GO SHMIKO!!!
02:12:09
Dr. Letitia Wright :
GO SHmiko!!!!
02:12:43
Lanai )'(: C O N G R A T U L A T I O N S
This is absolutely
FAN-FRICKIN’-TASTIC
02:12:50
Laura Ibarra:
here you can subscribe in our magazine
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https://www.litmagazineworldwide.com/
https://www.instagram.com/lit_magazine_worldwide/
https://www.facebook.com/litmagazineworldwide
https://www.facebook.com/groups/228444462702275
02:13:33
Ava Manuel: Here's where you can subscribe to LiT Magazine:
https://www.litmagazineworldwide.com/
02:14:16
Diana Jaimes:
Congratulations on the recognition!
02:15:06
Ray Blanchard:
ACCESS is the Great Equalizer!
02:15:08
Sarah Lee MBA:
where there's a will there 's a way
02:15:28
Connie Benjamin: Do you want to join us in exploring the
lessons of "The Science of Getting Rich" and find out what really works?
We want to be wealthy - in a good way - and want the same for others. To
join our growing community of responsible wealth seekers, please leave
your email in the chat or, better, at
https://thescienceofgettingrich.info/
02:16:40
Michelle Quevedo -IGNITE Your Essence - TV Talk Show:
Oh
Wow! I dig that platform Will Wilkinson and team is building!
02:17:13
Sarah Lee MBA:
Where there 's a "will" there's a way...
02:17:18
Ava Manuel: Thank you Will Wilkinson!
02:17:22
Connie Benjamin: Connect with Doria

💗

Clubhouse @DoriaCordova
Also, Follow in Clubhouse the Money & You Club – and get an invitation
into Clubhouse’s Fridays With Doria event!

https://www.facebook.com/DCCordova
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dccordova/
https://www.instagram.com/damedccordova/
https://twitter.com/dccordova
https://www.facebook.com/moneyandyou
https://www.youtube.com/user/MoneyAndYouEducation
02:18:02
Ava Manuel: Connie thank you so much! We're so grateful for
you!
02:18:31
Michele Wilson: Thank you so much Dame Doria. I would love
to connect my cell 805-304-5088 | michele@velocityglobalgroupinc.com. If
you would like the opportunity to be a guest speaker on our IGNITE Your
Essence TV Show https://airtable.com/shrx8EYrQLLdGTMQj
02:18:35
Deirdre Aldridge (Texas):
Thank you Doria for the
opportunity to participate in this Zoom... I found you on ClubHouse for Ho
02:19:02
Spiritual Contrapreneur:
Doria; Doria: Doria; Thrice
Ho’oponopono
02:19:03
Deirdre Aldridge (Texas):
HoOponoPono...
02:21:21
Al Chan Malaysia:yes, water tiger
02:21:32
Michelle Quevedo -IGNITE Your Essence - TV Talk Show:
Lunar
New Year - Year off the Water Tiger
02:21:55
Ava Manuel: Want to acknowledge Iveliz Colon, graduate of Money
and You who's part of the team who translates LiT Magazine to Spanish.
02:22:06
Lanai )'(: Yes, the Water Tiger
02:22:50
Rex Sikes rexsikes.com:
Always good being here
02:22:51
Fabulous Camille Robb 407-473-1832:
We can do it !! we can
work together !!
02:24:09
Michelle Quevedo -IGNITE Your Essence - TV Talk Show:
https://youtu.be/RiRo_6CzXow https://youtu.be/H8uKOkj-HYQ
02:26:03
Michelle Quevedo -IGNITE Your Essence - TV Talk Show:
Every
guest on IGNITE Your Essence is asked to answer Bucky Fuller’s question
that Doria just recited. The answers are always beautiful.
02:26:35
Barbie Layton:
Yes, Michelle!
02:26:40
Michelle Quevedo -IGNITE Your Essence - TV Talk Show:
WWBD
- What Would Bucky Do? LOL Love this Craig!
02:27:00
Michele Wilson: Suicide Prevention “An Hero details the
compelling and heartfelt story of Lucas who has decided to commit
suicide.” https://dmftribe.com/an-hero-2/
02:27:01
Michelle Quevedo -IGNITE Your Essence - TV Talk Show:
Barbie Layton:
02:27:29
Ava Manuel: Thank you Michele for sharing the video
02:27:52
Ray Blanchard:
Thank yu Craig. New Zealand is my other home

💦🐅

❤️❤️❤️
😍

🤗💚

💚

02:29:42
Craig Doyle:
Thanks Ray
02:29:44
Michelle Quevedo -IGNITE Your Essence - TV Talk Show:
WOW!
Thanks to the pandemic, we now have Friday’s of Doria!!!
02:30:05
Ava Manuel: We love you Barbie
02:30:05
Fabulous Camille Robb 407-473-1832:
Love Barbie
keep on
giving
02:30:06
Craig Doyle:
thats precession Michelle
02:30:27
Michele Wilson: IGNITE Your Essence with Michelle Quevedo &
Dame Doria Cordova https://youtu.be/0yBxlLrnKMo
02:30:48
Michelle Quevedo -IGNITE Your Essence - TV Talk Show:
Barbie: Such a beautiful share and sentiment!
02:32:32
Paul Schumann debt solutions:
don't forget to share the
love
www.themenopausemillionairebook.com
02:32:49
Fabulous Camille Robb 407-473-1832:
YESSSSSS !! WILL YESSS
02:33:04
Ray Blanchard:
YESSSS, Will.
02:34:08
Diana Jaimes:
Absolutely, I received a $10,000 check when I
was in a tough situation. So grateful.
02:34:15
Shmiko Cole:
Yesss, Will - Appreciate your wisdom with
powerful words of encouragement
02:35:37
Shmiko Cole:
Such and Honor Dame Doria
02:36:43
Fabulous Camille Robb 407-473-1832:
When you give from
your heart ,God smiles
02:36:59
Ava Manuel: Spiritual material life. Wowww! I'm inspired
William!
02:37:01
Lanai )'(:
02:37:16
Barbie Layton:
Yes, Chris!
02:37:23
Lorna S:
This show tonight was LIT!
Thank you Dame Doria
and the OG's who shared! Thank yous for your generous sharing of
information!
02:37:23
Shmiko Cole:
William Absolutely Powerful
02:37:29
Iveliz Colon:
Thanks Will and William and Chris for your
love and dedication to service.
02:37:44
Ray Blanchard:
Thank you, Chris. Love rules the world!
02:37:53
Shirini Miranda: thank you for the insights!
02:38:04
Fabulous Camille Robb 407-473-1832:
LOVE !! Run the world
02:38:05
Lorna S:
Great meeting you all! Have a great weekend!
02:38:13
Daniel:
Thank you from Singapore
02:38:17
Ava Manuel: Giving, gratitude and caring for each other - Chris
02:38:18
Sarah Lee MBA:
hi REX!!
02:38:22
Lanai )'(: love, Love, LOVE & ABOVE TO ALL
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